
 

Explore your individual style with Roam’s three new colours 
Now available in three new hues - Olive, Wave and Sunset - the ultraportable Sonos Roam is the perfect accent piece to express your individual style 
through more ways than just sound. 
 

● Play with Colour: Inspired by its destined travel to exotic landscapes and far-flung paradises, Roam’s new colours are as versatile as the 
speaker itself, complementing both interior and outdoor styles. Olive is inspired by lush landscapes, from desert cacti to pristine park 
gardens. Wave draws from the serenity of coastal beaches and backyard poolside oases. Sunset is influenced by painted desert sands and 
vibrant evening skies. 

● Bold Sound: Enjoy richly detailed sound with the clarity, depth and fullness you’d expect from a larger speaker. Automatic Trueplay™ is 
available on Bluetooth and WiFi, ensuring Roam is always tuned for the best listening experience in any environment. 

● Designed for Adventure: Roam's triangular shape and soft profile blends beautifully into your home, while its lightweight and compact 
design makes it easy to bring the Sonos experience everywhere you go. With an IP67 rating, it’s built to withstand the elements - including 
drops, tumbles, water, dirt, dust and more - making it our most durable speaker ever. 

● All-Day Exploration: Roam is ready to soundtrack your day with up to 10 hours of continuous playback on a single charge. Easily recharge 
with a custom magnetic wireless charger from Sonos available for £44, any Qi wireless charger, or by using the included USB-C cable. 

● Seamless Listening at Home and on the Go: Roam works seamlessly between WiFi and Bluetooth. With Sound Swap, you can hold 
play/pause to swap the music to the nearest speaker in your system, making it easy to keep the music going when you return home. 

● Intuitive Control: Listen to more than 100 streaming services controlled from the Sonos S2 app, your voice with Amazon Alexa, Google 
Assistant, or Sonos Voice Control when it launches in the U.S. later this month, with Apple AirPlay 2, or directly from your favourite music 
service apps. 

Audio 
Two Class-H Amplifiers 
Perfectly tuned to the drivers and speaker's unique acoustic 
architecture. 
 
One Custom Racetrack Mid-Woofer 
Ensures faithful playback of mid-range frequencies and maximises 
low-end output. 
 
One Tweeter 
Creates crisp, high frequencies. 
 
High-Efficiency Motor 
Increases power and range. 
 
Adjustable EQ 
Settings include bass, treble and loudness. 
 
Far-Field Microphone Array 
Uses advanced beamforming and multi-channel echo cancellation to 
readily activate voice assistants. 
 
Automatic Trueplay™ Tuning Technology 
Uses spatial awareness to smartly adjust the sound for the speaker's 
orientation, location, and content. Available on WiFi and Bluetooth. 
 

Physical 
Dimensions  
6.61 x 2.44 x 2.36 inches (168 x 62 x 60 mm) 
 
Weight 
0.95 lb (0.43 kg) 
 
IP Rating 
Rated IP67 for protection from dust and water. Can be submerged in 
up to 1m of water for 30 minutes. 
 
Finish 
Matte; Available in Olive, Wave, Sunset, Shadow Black and Lunar 
White. 
 
Top Panel Features  
Tactile buttons make it easy to play, pause, skip and adjust volume, 
protecting against accidental presses.  
 
LED Lights 
Indicate speaker status, microphone status, battery status and voice 
feedback. 

 

Power and Networking 
Battery 
Provides up to 10 hours of continuous playback on a single charge. 
 
Recommended Power Supply 
USB-C port 15W, 5V/3A. 
 
Recharging 
Use the included USB A-C charging cable with any 5V/1.5A (7.5W) or 
higher USB power adapter. You can also use the Sonos Roam 
Wireless Charger or any Qi-certified wireless charger.  
 
Wireless Connectivity 
Connects to WiFi network with any 802.11b/g/n/ac 2.4 or 5 GHz 
broadcast-capable router. 
 
Bluetooth 
Stream music and more with Bluetooth 5.0. 
 
Apple AirPlay 2 
Works with AirPlay 2 on Apple devices iOS 11.4 and later.  
 
Operating Temperature 
41°F to 95°F (5°C to 35°C) 
 

Pricing and Availability 
Available starting 11th May 2022 in the United States, Canada, United 
Kingdom, Ireland, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Poland, France, 
Italy, Spain, Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Sweden, Denmark, 
Norway, Finland, Portugal, Greece, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, 
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Romania, Slovakia, and 
Slovenia. Available starting 12th May 2022 in Mexico and Colombia. 
Australia, New Zealand, and Japan to follow. 
 
£179 


